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OVERVIEW
WORKSHOP DESIGN

The Gendering the Smart City Workshop on
‘Envisioning Inclusive Alternatives to Smart
Cities’, held on 29th August 2019 bought
together researchers, representatives from
civil society organisations, activists, students
and other relevant stakeholders. The aim was
to share experiences and learn of how those
marginalised by gender and other vectors
experience the smart city.
The workshop was designed with participatory and co-design activities to allow participants to have practical discussions. The
participants provided insights into gendered
movement in the city, perceptions around
gender, experiences with the network of
services, potential of social media apps, need
for action/solution making, need for a sense

of community, etc. These insights helped shaping the Bangalore phase of the project going
forward.
Through the workshop, the participants saw
great value in doing design and research in a
networked community with like-minded individuals. It provided an opportunity for them to
network, learn from one another and a chance
to explore ideas around all aspects of smart city
planning and development. This report provides
an overview of the methods used for enquiry,
summary of discussions during the workshop
and the participant list.

The workshop was designed to explore
specific topics of city, gender, experience
and technology by engaging in discussions
and collaborative activities. The participatory method of workshop helped seeking
opinions, generating knowledge and solving
problems in a creative environment. As Bergold said, participatory research ‘argues in
favour of the possibility, the significance and
the usefulness of involving research partners
in the knowledge-production process’, the
participants in the workshop, from various
sections of civic society worked together
on various mapping activities engaging with
research related questions in a radical way.

The activities during the workshop were
delivered through participatory activities
to share knowledge, build capacity and
explore how smart city agendas can be
reshaped by gender through the voices, experiences and digital practices of gendered
citizens. The workshop comprised of three
activities (further described in the section
below):

01 Trimurthi exercise:

Creation-Maintainence-Destruction

02 Mapping visibility of Women, Men and
Transgender: MG Road & Indiranagar

03 Mobile and City: Speculative Design
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The activities were focused on at envisioning inclusiveness and allowed the project team to get a ‘deeper
insight into contextual structuredness of meaning and
the dynamism inherent in social action’ . In the larger
context, it enabled to comparison of current smart city
agendas against everyday experiences of individuals
from various walks of civic society. Feedback from the
participants was very positive, they saw great value in
exploring ideas in an environment which allowed for
communication across different networks. They reported to not only understand perspectives of others but
also seemed to re-evaluate their own ideas and discuss
self-realisations.

SCHEDULE
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(Discussions; Images/Videos; Images of material
produced;)

WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Workshop was heald at Bangalore International Centre, Domlur, Bangalore on 29th August
2019.

EVENT DETAILS
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The day long workshop, titled ‘
Envisioning Inclusive Alternatives
to Smart Cities’ was held at Bangalore International Centre, Domlur,
Bangalore on 29th August, 2019.
The Bangalore phase of the project,
‘Gendering the Smart City’ aims
at exploring how women and the
marginalised view, understand and
ultimately navigate the city through
information and communication
technologies (ICT) accessed from
low-cost mobile phones. The workshop engaged the various stakeholders through the different facets
of the project: city planning and
development, gender/marginalised
experience, gender based violence
(GBV) and use of mobile phones
and other technologies.
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The day began with Professor Ayona Datta, the Principal Investigator (PI) of the project presenting a brief introduction on the
research inquiry and a complete overview of the Delhi phase of
the project. The project brief elaborated on the wider objectives
of the project in line with the Sustainable Development Goals of
Gender Equality and Sustainable Cities and Communities. As the
idea of a smart city radically changes the landscape of the city, the
project questions infrastructural development and digitization as
driving forces of smart city agendas, relationship between smart
and safe cities, invisibility of hotspots and blindspots of GBV in the
digitisation process and the individuals relation to smart city. She
also spoke about the idea of ‘colonisation of time’ and ‘colonisation with time’. Another intent of the project is to challenge the top
down approaches of city planning to the everyday experiences of
the various gender/marginalised in the city.

Ayona Datta | UCL
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In an overview of the Delhi phase, Prof. Datta presented
the #aanajaana story map. The story map curates young
women’s everyday stories of coming and going in the city. It
speaks of the framework of the home, phone and the city.
It shows us how women living on the urban peripheries
negotiate the ‘freedoms’ of moving (aana) in online space
with the ‘dangers’ of going out (jaana) into the city, or the
constraints of entering (aana) online space with the constant control over their bodies even when they leave (jaana)
home for the city. The provocation here is to think about
what mobility means in the context of a digital space providing real time information on the dangers and freedom
within the city. The presentation ended with an introduction to the co-produced hip hop song ‘Khader ki Ladkiyan’
reflecting the gendered digital lives of young women in the
margins.
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Dr. Padmini Ray Murray | Design Beku
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Dr. Padmini Ray Murray, the Co-Investigator of the project,
spoke briefly about the plan for the Bangalore phase of the
project. Drawing on her prior experience in academic research corporate spaces and founding a non-profit collective
called Design Beku, she discussed how large scale digital
platforms are non-contextual in nature and can fall short in
delivering to different populations. Bangalore as a space of
enquiry of the project has many areas of significance - one,
that it is the IT capital of the county and therefore the idea of
‘smartness’ becomes a prime dialogue to have and two, that
the smart city agenda of the city are still in the phase of acquiring tenders, which creates an opportunity space to possibly intervene in discussing alternatives to the proposed plan.
In translating the philosophy of the project to Bangalore, the
initial plan is to work with civil organisations, researchers, activists, and other stakeholders to envision and produce ideas
that could push against the idea of the Smart City.

GENDERING THE SMART CITY
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To start the day and create familiarity in the room, an
introductory icebreaker session was conducted for
which the participants were asked to bring an artefact
which they feel speaks to how they (or others) experience the city and were asked to possibly think through
the lens of gender, and/or as a marginalised group or
something that keeps them safe in the city.
An infographic depicting the artefacts that were brought by
the participants.

ICE BREAKER SESSION

GENDERING THE SMART CITY
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SESSION ONE

Innovation is always thought of the way for success,
however it usually is not the case, as one has to not only
sustainably maintain but also have to destroy to complete
the circle. This session was inspired from an article titled,
‘What’s your stop doing list?’ by Suhit Anantula where he
speaks of Peter Drucker’s idea of Planned Abandonment,
which says, ‘Planned abandonment is removing programs
and activities that are decreasing in relevance or not producing adequate results’. The trimurti (word from hindu
mythology, meaning the triad of three chief gods, consisting of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the sustainer and Shiva
the destroyer) exercise, conducted by Padmini Ray Murray & Syeda Zainab Akbar (Research Assistant) was conducted to start answering questions such as: What does
a gender-friendly city look like? What does it mean to
co-design the commons? What makes a city smart? How
can we design technological infrastructures that might
work for us rather than against us?

Trimurti exercise:
CreationMaintenanceDestruction
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For the exercise, each participant was randomly allocated a role among the five
types: Activist, corporator/policy maker, urban planner, citizen, property developer.
In their respective roles they were asked to choose three sites of the commons in
Bangalore which they would choose to create, maintain and destroy and map them
onto the map of Bangalore. They were also further prompted to think of both tangible and intangible commons.

GENDERING THE SMART CITY
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Maps as created by participants | The maos depict the areas
in Bangalore that the participants in thier respective roles
(activist, corporator/policy maker, urban planner, citizen,
property developer) wanted to create, maintain and/or destroy.

Color codes:
Creation - Blue
Maintenance - Pink
Destruction - Green

MAP TWO

MAP ONE

MAP THREE
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The post-exercise discussions brought to
light the nuances in approaches of the various roles played. The individual roles were
seen to satisfy their core purposes. For
example: the citizens wanted to create more
ecological spaces where they could socialise
without having to spend money. There were
also conflicts of interests due to different
kinds of motivations, however, the exercise
more often than not pointed at similarities
rather than differences in the thinking processes of individuals.
It was observed that the thinking of activists,
citizen and/or policy makers were in alignment with each other but were limited by
the scope of their roles. For example, the citizens, activists and policy makers were of the
opinion that there is a lack of consultation
among various stakeholders. However, the
citizens aimed at having a voice and being informed and consulted of plans, the activists
wanted to destroy binaries and have a more
constructive role and policy makers wanted
to consult on matters of ‘who is being affected by the actions implemented’. The realisation was that there is a requirement for an
alignment of similar interests and maintaining dialogues to bring about integration for
smarter cities.

Some of the questions the room left with
were :
Who are the decision makers of planning
and development?
How should one push for focus on implementation rather than creation of newer
policies?
How can citizens be more involved and
informed in the processes of city planning?
Can our actions and intentions take away
the binaries such as formal/ informal, modern/indigenous?
Is lack of consultation of the civil society on
matters of services enabling an erasure of
history?
Can robust networks generate the spaces
that voice out inclusivity?

A sampling of inputs from the various
stakeholders in the room were:
Uneven distribution of land usage in the
city: an activist who works with young
people from marginalised communities
stated that these communities lack space
for housing or for playgrounds, but there
are huge tranches of land owned by the
defense that goes unused.
While Public Works Departments in Bangalore are inefficient and fail at proper road
maintenance, they also need to inform
citizens prior to undertaking construction
projects and keep citizens in the loop so
that they can respond accordingly, both on
a personal and civic level.

Decisions are often taken by those in
positions of privilege, with very little
understanding or taking into account of
how the marginalised, such as sex workers, street vendors, or the LGBTQ community have historically used the city.
For activist groups, work happens in
pockets often isolated from one another,
whereas there has to be a concerted effort to maintain networks and find common ground and approach policymakers
together.
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The session began with Rwitee Mandal, Senior Program
Manager of Safetipin, introducing the SafetiPin application to the participants. The app utilises crowdsourced
data to quantitatively evaluate the safety level of the city
based on set of parameters. The nine parameters: light
(night), openness, visibility, people, security, walk path,
gender usage public transport and feeling, determine the
rating of a certain place which the users refer to navigate
across the city.

SESSION TWO

Digitised ways of surveying and monitoring the possibility
of women’s movements and mobility should inform the
ideals behind safe and smart cities. One of the key questions of the project is to understand the hotspots and
blindspots of Gendered Based Violence. It tries to work
along and perceive the places that go invisible in the process of digitisation. For example, settlement colonies are
spaces are hotspots of crime and violence but blindspots
in terms of digitised monitoring. Ms. Mandal conducted
the session to engage participants in a mapping exercise
to draw upon their experiences in the city. The session
asked questions about generation of data and using the
data to resolve issues of GBV.

Mapping visibility of
Women, Men and
Transgender: MG
Road & Indiranagar
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For the activity, the participants were divided into groups of 4-5 and given blank
maps of MG road and Indiranagar. They were provided with color coded bindis to
locate visibility of men, women and transgendered persons in the day and night in
these areas. They were asked to draw upon their knowledge and experiences of the
city. For this exercise, participants were encouraged to draw on their lived experiences, as well as their observations.
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The participants during the activity were noted to
mark visibility in relation to their knowledge of eateries, pubs, bars, museums, cultural spaces, parks,
parking lots, traffic signals, transport facilities etc. MG
road and Indiranagar being posh localities of Bangalore, saw a presence of all genders however in varied
pockets and highly dependent on time. Some of the
observations noted were that: certain areas where sex
work takes place were deserted in the morning but by
evening were bustling, areas consisting of pubs and
eateries saw an almost equal distribution in visibility of
the genders, but trans persons were only observed in
establishments that they perceive as safe spaces. The
discussions, however, acknowledged that men were
present everywhere and the movement of other genders varied based on state of physical and social infrastructure. The session ended with revealing the maps
with qualitative data collected by Safetipin to notice
the similarities and differences in individualistic experiences.
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MAP FIVE

Maps as created by participants : The maps
depict the spaces in Indiranagar that the
participants spotted men, woman and transgender persons duing the day and night.

INDIRANAGAR

GENDERING THE SMART CITY
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Color Codes:

DAY

Men - Yellow
Woman - Green
Transgender - Pink label

NIGHT

Men - Red
Woman - Blue
Transgender - Orange

MAP FOUR

MAP SIX
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MG ROAD Maps as created by participants: The maps ]depict the
spaces in MG road that theparticipants spotted men,
woman and transgender persons duing the day and night.

MAP SEVEN

MAP NINE

MAP EIGHT

MAP TEN
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SESSION THREE

Ease of access to mobile phones has increased dependency on devices while experiencing the city. For example, google maps have become a go-to for navigating and
familiarize oneself with the city. Most often as individuals
one always thinks of solution but does not make them.
This activity was conducted by Paulanothony George of
Srishti Institute of Art, Design and Technology/Design
Beku and Akshay Roongta and Abrar Burk, Oolio Labs. It
was designed to understand one’s experiences of the city
and use speculative design to develop imaginative futures
by prompting reflection upon using technology in realistic
and non-exclusionary ways to create a gender-friendly
city.

Mobile and the City:
Speculative design
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For the activity, the participants were divided into groups and were prompted to
use the tools in their pockets to make solutions for a better city. They were asked to
brainstorm on possible implications of technology and reproduce their thoughts by
shooting a short video on how their solution might work.
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The activity was very well received by the participants. There was an active participation and
involvement from all in the room. The participants enthusiastically shot videos and came
up with innovative ways of portraying their
experiences. The five videos below showcase
the broad scope of solutions and their contextuality in the culture of Bangalore city.
The videos illustrated ideas such as:

01 Access to Playgrounds for Women
02 Train Alert Signal App
03 Resident Redressal forum
04 Garage book sale for LGBTQ community
05 Computer Intereaction Facility

What was interesting about the responses
offered by these groups were almost always
a combination of technology and community infrastructure, demonstrating that just
technology alone can never be a contextually suitable response to ensure equity in
the city - thus demonstrating that smart city
“solutions” must always prioritise community engagement and interaction, enhanced by
technology, rather than led by.
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Aapti Institute | Azim Premji University | Centre for Law and Policy
Research | Centre for Sustainability and Development | Centre for
Informal Education and Development Studies | Centre for Internet and Society |
Citizens for Bengaluru | Civic Data Labs | Design Beku | Development
Seed | Dhwani Legal Trust | Enable India | Environment Support Group |
Fields of View | Forum for Urban Commons and Governance | Hasiru Dala |
Hidden Pockets | IIHS | IT for Change | Janastu | Ooloi Labs | Safetipin |
Sangama | Solidarity Foundation | Srishti Institute of Art, Design & Technology
| University College London | Independents - (Design; Research; Journalism)
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